
Luck is not a 
strategy to beat 
cancer.
3 STEPS DETECT SAVES LIVES.

Dear [Name 9.8/12 Gotham Book w -10 letterspacing, horizontal scaling at 90%],

April 10, 2015 was one of the scariest days of my life. It’s the day I was told “you have cancer.”  
When you hear those words all you want to know is “Am I going to survive?”

The steps that led to my diagnosis began when my wife Kelley noticed a new mark on my chest that 
looked like a piece of a pencil eraser. Truth be told, I had noticed it too, every day, in the mirror,  
while shaving. It was a little ugly but I didn’t think it was a big deal. 

My wife has a track record of being right (there I said it) and wanted me to play it safe and have it 
removed. It was tested and that is how I learned I had non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. As crazy as it sounds,  
I also learned I was lucky because my cancer had not spread.

As a NESN broadcaster, I have talked with many cancer survivors and so often their success  
stories begin with “I was lucky, I caught my cancer early.” As I joined their ranks, it hit me that  
luck is not dependable and it’s not a good strategy. What if my wife hadn't pushed me? The cancer 
would’ve spread. By the time I did something about it I probably wouldn’t have been so lucky.

This year, I was introduced to 15-40 Connection and I believe deeply in its work. 3 Steps Detect is a simple, 
effective strategy: everyone needs to be able to recognize signs of cancer as early as possible. I hate for 
people to lose their life to cancer because they “weren’t lucky” and detected it too late. I want people to be 
empowered to notice symptoms and take action; luck should not be part of the equation. 

I am joining with 15-40 Connection to bring 3 Steps Detect and the lifesaving power of early cancer 
detection to all. With your support, we can teach more people sooner and save more lives. 

Please join me in supporting 15-40 Connection.  
Help us help others beat cancer. 

My best wishes to you for a  
happy and healthy holiday season.

Sincerely,

WILL YOU HELP US?

PS Let's get this lifesaving education to more young 
people, to more first responders, to more parents, 
husbands and wives. Early detection can save your 
life and the lives of those you love. 

53 Otis Street, PO Box 1153 
Westborough, MA  01581 

508.869.5200  www.15-40.org
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